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Background

1. Poland’s single-family buildings (SFBs) are one of the main sources of air pollution. Residential 

Energy Efficiency (EE) measures - such as thermal rehabilitation of buildings and replacement of 

inefficient boilers – can substantially reduce pollution.

2. Energy poor consumers have little incentive to switch to more efficient solid fuel or gas boilers 

which use cleaner but more expensive fuels. 

3. Anti-smog resolutions in some regions and national regulations and standards for solid fuels and 

boiler emissions, if enforced, will require SFB’s to replace boilers not compliant with new 

regulations.

4. Existing incentive schemes at the national and regional levels are marred by high transaction 

costs, institutional fragmentation, and duplication. 

5. New financial instruments and implementation mechanisms are needed to support and 

incentivize poor and non-poor SFBs to make investments in EE measures.
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World Bank Diagnostics (2017): Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Single Family 

Buildings (SFBs) for Reducing Air Pollution 

• 77% of SFBs in Małopolskie and 86% in Silesia use solid fuels for space heating

• 86% of coal boilers in Małopolska and 70% of boilers in Silesia are manually fed, inefficient, and have high emissions

• Anti-smog resolutions will require replacement of about 440,000 solid fuel boilers in Małopolska and about 470,000 

boilers in Silesia

• About one-third of SFBs in Małopolska do not have insulation on walls, and a quarter do not have roof insulation making 

them inefficient
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World Bank Diagnostics (2017): Energy Efficiency Opportunities in Single Family 

Buildings (SFBs) for Reducing Air Pollution 

Malopolska
Silesia

SOURCE: World Bank’s Poland Catching 

Up Regions Program: EE Diagnostics (2017)
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Replacement of old manually-fed coal boiler with 
Eco-design automatic coal boiler & thermal retrofit of SFB

Boiler 

replacement + 

thermal retrofit 

of SFB**

Only boiler is 

replaced

Only thermal 

retrofit of SFB 

(old boiler is 

retained)**

Average Energy Savings (in KWh/sqm/yr) 319 127 262

Fuel savings (coal use) 6.9 tons 3.4 tons 5.3 tons

Annual fuel cost savings (the new boiler requires higher 
priced coal)

1,080 PLN (1,857) PLN 1,479 PLN

Total investment*** 82,000 PLN 13,500+ 68,500 PLN

Annual reduction in particulate emissions 98 kg 95 kg 42 kg

Annual reduction in CO2 emissions 3.4 tons (4.1) tons* 4.0 tons

World Bank Diagnostics (Poland CuR2 -2017): 

EE Investment Opportunities and Potential Benefits in SFBs  

• Note that without thermal retrofit, the heat load of the SFB is unchanged and will need a larger capacity boiler than with 

thermal retrofit.

• The automatic-fed coal boiler consumes electricity for its operations

+ An automatic Ecodesign boiler (5-10 kW) costs about 9,000 PLN compared to about 2,500 PLN for a “smoker” or manually 

fed boiler. 

Including cost of installation and duct work, the cost of installing a new automatic boiler is about 13,500 PLN

*** In case of boilers it includes cost of Duct Work and Installation costs also

** Cost of Energy Audit is not included

SOURCE: World Bank’s Poland Catching 

Up Regions Program: EE Diagnostics (2017) 
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World Bank Diagnostics (Poland CuR2 -2017): 

EE Investment Opportunities and Potential Benefits in SFBs  

SOURCE: World Bank’s Poland Catching 

Up Regions Program: EE Diagnostics (2017) 

Cost of replacing solid fuel boilers and thermal retrofit in SFBs in 
Malopolska and Silesia

Malopolska Silesia

Estimated solid fuel boilers to be replaced 440,000 470,000

Cost of replacement with automatic Ecodesign

coal boiler (no thermal retrofit)

5.94 b PLN

(€ 1.4 b)

6.35 b PLN

(€ 1.5 b)

Cost of thermal retrofit (no boiler replacement)
30.1  b PLN

(€ 7.1 b)

32.2 b PLN

(€ 7.6 b)

Cost of thermal retrofit and boiler 

replacement

36.0 b PLN

(€ 8.5 b)

38.6 b PLN

(€ 9.1 b)

Model Estimates for Two Regions Only 

• The opportunity for savings in 

energy and reducing pollution is 

huge

• Enormous investments are required 

to achieve implementation at scale 

(ca. 200 billion PLN across Poland)

• Critical to mobilize private capital 

by leveraging limited public 

finance

• Supportive environmental 

regulations and mandates in place
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KEY CONCLUSIONS:

9

1. Replacement of the boiler with an Eco-design compliant boiler (coal or gas), very substantially 

increases  the annual fuel purchase costs for the SFB. 

2. When the boiler replacement is accompanied with thermal retrofit of the SFB, the heat 

demand is reduced and a lower capacity boiler can be installed, consequently lowering the 

cost of fuel purchase. 

3. The cost of boiler replacement and thermal retrofit is however too high and cannot be 

recovered through fuel cost savings in a reasonable time period. 

4. Replacement of the boiler alone brings the highest reduction in particulate emissions. 
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Limitations of Existing Financial Schemes to Support SFBs Implement EE Measures

Programs to 
Support 

thermal retrofit 
and boiler 

replacements

Existing schemes 
benefit free-riders & 

hinder normal 
investment

No scheme to 
explicitly finance 
thermal retrofit of 

SFBs

Subsidies of 80-
100% have distorted 

the marketplace

No scheme to 
finance poor 
households Lack of coordination 

between schemes 
has led to confusion

Lack of simple 
applications 

procedures is a 
deterrent

Limited funds and 
Do not leverage 
private sector 
stakeholders

Scalable, sustainable and market-based financing solutions and delivery 

mechanisms are needed

SOURCE: World Bank’s Poland Catching 

Up Regions Program: EE Diagnostics (2017)
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WBG’s EE investment portfolio (by year, sub-sector)

FY 2010-2016

USD 6.4B

Demand Side Measures: 32%

SOURCE: World Bank Presentation –Oct 2017 
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1

Review various financing instruments and meet 

stakeholders to obtain feedback on options applicable 

to poor and non-poor SFBs in Poland

Draft financial instruments and delivery mechanisms 

targeting specific SFB customer segments
3

Identify institutional framework and implementation 

mechanism to roll out financing instruments2

Steps in the development of Financial Instruments and Delivery Mechanisms

Finalize financial instruments and delivery 

mechanisms in consultation with stakeholders
4
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Financial Instruments Initially Considered for SFBs in Poland

Applicability to Poland Remarks/Reasons

Name of the  

Instrument

Key 

Institution 

that 

Implements

Country Examples

High 

Incom

e

Poor Rur

al
Urban Boilers

Therm

al 

Retrofi

t

Why or Why Not ?

Public Financing 

including subsidies 

and grants

Government 

and public 

agencies

Poland, Bulgaria, 

Czech Republic, 

Slovenia, Armenia, 

Belarus, FYR 

Macedonia, 

Kazakhstan, Kosovo, 

Montenegro, Serbia

X X X X X

Poland has experience with grants and subsidies for 

EE. It should consider provision of subsidies/grants to 

specific customer segments such as energy poor 

SFBs to reduce free-riders

Public Financing: 

EE Funds

Independent, 

publicly-

owned entity, 

Marshals 

Office, 

Municipality

Bulgaria, Croatia, 

Armenia, Bulgaria, 

Mexico, Romania, 

China, Korea, India
X X X X X X

EE Funds are potentially applicable to Poland with 

support from IFIs and the EC. The financing, 

implementation and institutional mechanisms need to 

be examined.

Public Financing: 

Utility programs

Gas and 

Electric 

Utilities

Belgium, Denmark, 

France, Ireland, Italy, 

Netherlands, UK, USA

X X X X X X

The applicability of Utility programs to Poland needs 

to be examined. Gas and electric utilities could 

potentially be interested in financing and implementing 

boiler replacement programs that promote gas boilers 

and heat pumps to expand their service offering and 

increase sales.
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Applicability to Poland Remarks/Reasons

Name of the  

Instrument
Key Institution 

that Implements
Country Examples

High 

Income

Poor
Rural Urban Boilers

Thermal 

Retrofit
Why or Why Not ?

Public Financing: 

Public 

ESCO/Implementin

g Agency

Independent 

public entity as 

ESCO

Armenia, China, 

Croatia, Poland, 

Ukraine, United 

States, Uruguay
X X X X X X

National and Regional Environment 

Protection Funds provide financing to 

implementing agencies and to customers. 

The viability of a Public ESCO model in 

Poland to coordinate implementation and 

lower transaction costs needs to be 

examined.

Subsidies & Grants: 

Tax incentives

/credits/rebates

Government 

entities

USA, France, 

Belgium, UK, Austria

X X X X X X

Poland could consider tax incentive 

schemes in combination with other 

financing mechanisms to channel fiscal 

rebates to customers. The viability needs 

to be examined.

Commercial 

Financing: EE 

Credit Lines

Participating 

Financial 

institutions and 

banks, with 

funding from IFIs, 

EC and 

government

China, Germany, 

India, Poland, Serbia, 

Turkey, Tunisia, Sri 

Lanka, Bangladesh

Polish banks have experience with credit 

lines for SMEs. The applicability of a 

similar program for financing EE needs to 

be discussed with the banks

Financial Instruments Initially Considered for SFBs in Poland
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Applicability to Poland Remarks/Reasons

Name of the  

Instrument
Key Institution that 

Implements

Country 

Examples

High 

Income

Poor
Rural Urban Boilers

Thermal 

Retrofit
Why or Why Not ?

Commercial 

Financing: Risk 

Sharing Facility

Participating 

Financial institutions 

and banks, with 

funding from IFIs, 

EC and government

Bulgaria, 

China, FYR 

Macedonia, 

Hungary, 

Philippines, 

Poland, 

Tunisia, Poland

X X X X X X

Polish banks have experience with 

risk sharing facilities for financing 

SMEs. The applicability of a similar 

program for financing EE needs to be 

discussed with the banks.

Commercial 

Financing: Leasing 

Programs

Public and 

commercial banks 

financing equipment 

manufacturers, 

suppliers, regional 

administrations and 

municipalities

China, EU, 

USA

X X X X X X

Polish banks have experience with 

lease financing for corporates and 

SMEs. The applicability of a lease 

finance program to promote EE 

needs to be discussed with the banks

Financial Instruments Initially Considered for SFBs in Poland
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Financing Instruments Being Considered for Supporting SFBs 
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Funding Source
IFIs

Participating

FI/Banks
Sub-Borrower

Service provider

SFB

TA/Capacity

Building

Repayment

Credit

Line

Credit line 

FI finance

Repayment

SFB

EE Project

FI Credit line +

Developer finance

Repayment

Financing for non-poor SFBs:

EE Credit Lines for Participating FIs

Subsidies

(if applicable)
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Financing for non-poor SFBs:

EE Credit Lines for Participating FIs

Program Benefits

• Incentivizes commercial banks create an EE business 

by lowering risk

• Offers improved financing terms

• Leverages commercial capital

• Can be targeted at specific customers

Program Governance

Program managed though normal bank lending 

procedures

Program Results

Attractive to creditworthy customers

Program monitored through normal FI procedures

Country experience

• China, Germany, India, Poland, Serbia, Turkey, Tunisia, 

Sri Lanka, Bangladesh

• Polish banks have experience with credit lines for 

SMEs. The applicability of a similar program for 

financing EE needs to be discussed with the banks.

Program Limitations

• Will favor creditworthy clients

• Credit line may subsidize participating FI - on-lending 

should be at market rates

• Needs committed FI willing to finance EE

• Needs FI with technical knowledge of EE to evaluate 

applications

Program Governance

• TA needed to develop project pipeline, lower transaction 

costs, and build capacity

• Participating FIs identified through a rigorous process
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Financing for non-poor SFBs:

Risk Sharing Facility for Participating FIs

IFIs
Risk Sharing Facility

Participating

Fis/Banks

Sub-Borrower

Service 

Provider

SFB

SFB

EE Project

TA/Capacity

Building

Repayment

Loan Loan

Repayment

Fee

Idemnity

agreement

GoP

Payment 

for default
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Financing for non-poor SFBs: 

Risk Sharing Facility for Participating FIs

Program Benefits

• Government or donor agency provides a partial guarantee 

to cover defaults

• Mobilizes private capital and risk is shared by the bank

• Lowers risks for commercial banks

• Normal FI lending procedure is followed

• Improved commercial borrowing termsram Governance

• Participating banks sign agreements specifying loan targets 

and conditions

• Banks conduct due diligence and process loans

• Indemnity Agreement between government and MDB to 

indemnify MDB for guarantee trigger

• Attractive to creditworthy customers

• Program monitored through normal FI procedures

Program Limitations

• Savings may be inadequate to make repayments over a 

short timeframe

• Equipment suppliers and installers may not be 

creditworthy for lease financing

• Would principally benefit creditworthy 

customersovernance

• May need policy or legislative changes to enable lease 

financing for SFBs

• May need policy changes to permit regions and 

municipalities to operate leasing programs

Country experience

• Bulgaria, China, FYR Macedonia, Hungary, Philippines, 

Poland, Tunisia, Poland

• Polish banks have experience with risk sharing facilities 

for financing SMEs. The applicability of a similar 

program for financing EE needs to be discussed with 

the banks.
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Financing for non-poor SFBs: 

Manufacturer Financing/Leasing Programs

Participating FI
Equipment

manufacturer/

Supplier

SFB

EE Project

Implementing

agency

Repayment

Loan

Repayment 

Implementation

services

Payments

Repayment

Services
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Financing for non-poor SFBs: 

Manufacturer Financing/Leasing Programs

Program Benefits

• Lowers upfront investment for customers

• Incentivizes equipment manufacturers and suppliers to 

sell EE equipment and services

• Regions and municipalities may also operate leasing 

programs

• Lease payments may qualify for tax credits

• A public or commercial bank provide lease financing to 

entity operating leasing program

• May be combined with a utility bill payment mechanism 

to lower repayment risk

Program Results

Program results monitored closely by implementing 

agency

Program Limitations

• Savings may be inadequate to make repayments over a 

short timeframe

• Equipment suppliers and installers may not be 

creditworthy for lease financing

• Would principally benefit creditworthy 

customersProgram Governance

• May need a policy or legislative changes to enable 

lease financing for SFBs

• May need policy changes to permit regions and 

municipalities to operate leasing programsy experience

• China, EU, USA

• Polish banks have experience with lease financing for 

corporates and SMEs. The applicability of a lease 

finance program to promote EE needs to be discussed 

with the banks
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Financing for non-poor SFBs: 

Utility EE programs

Funding Source
Utility tariffs/revenues,

Government 

IFI

Utility
SFB

EE Project

Energy Service 

Provider

Repayment

Financing

Repayment

through

monthly bills Installation/

Energy services 

Payments

Service

contracts

Payments

for standard offer

program

Payments

for standard offer

program
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Financing for non-poor SFBs: 

Utility EE programs

Program Benefits

Can be structured as a regular equipment installation payment 

which is paid back through monthly utility bills in installments

Can be structured as a Standard Offer Program where 

customers/ESCOs are paid for savings delivered

Utility EE program provides financing to customers and 

repayments are though the utility billing system

Standard offer programs lowers utility risk since payments are 

based on verified savings

Utility benefits from additional customer services and potentially 

increased sales 

Program Governance

The utility has to establish a separate unit (EE or DSM cell) to 

manage and/or implement the EE programs

Program Results

Attractive to customers since no/low first cost and scheduled 

repayment based on savings through utility bills of benefit

Program monitored through utility IT systems

Program Limitations

• Utilities may pass program costs to other customers through 

tariff increases

• Requires careful monitoring and verification systems and 

methodologies

• Utility needs to make upfront investments in case of utility 

implemented EE program

• Requires trained staff to manage the EE program

Program Governance

Utilities need to be authorized by the regulator to provide 

additional EE services or operate a standard offer program

Country experience

Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, UK, USA

The applicability of Utility programs to Poland needs to be 

examined. Gas and electric utilities could potentially be interested 

in financing and implementing boiler replacement programs that 

promote gas boilers and heat pumps to expand their service 

offering and increase sales.
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Fiscal Mechanisms: 

Tax incentives/credits/rebates for implementing EE

GoP

Funding Source
IFIs, Government

Taxes, levies, etc. 

SFB

EE Project

Equipment

manufacturers/

suppliers/

installers/FIs

Income tax Incentives/

Credits

Subsidies/tax credits

Tax/VAT credits

Rebates

Energy utilities

Fuel prices

Cost-reflective tariffs

and market fuel prices

to incentivize EE
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Fiscal Mechanisms: 

Tax incentives/credits/rebates for implementing EE

Program Benefits

•Effectively used in many countries

• Funds may be channeled as income tax credits, property 
tax credits, VAT exemptions or differential VAT on 
equipment, etc.

• Can be combined with other public and commercial 
financial instruments

Program Governance

Program channeled through suppliers and installers and 
verified

Program Results

Attractive to customers depending on level of benefit

Program monitored through tax collections systems

Program Limitations

• Tax rebates are less attractive to customers than direct 
subsidies  since it requires filing of taxes and additional 
paperwork.  

• High performance equipment rebates  or VAT exemptions 
needs to be coupled with a standards and labeling program

Program Governance

• May need policy or legislative changes to permit tax credits 
and incentives

• Requires customers to be aware and educated to benefit 
from tax rebates

• Transactions costs can be high depending on program 
design

Country experience

• USA, France, Belgium, UK, Austria, etc.

• Poland could consider tax incentive schemes in combination 
with other financing mechanisms to channel fiscal rebates to 
customers. The viability needs to be examined.
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Public Financing for Energy poor and Low-income SFBs

Funding Source
IFIs, Government

Taxes, levies, etc. 

National & 

Regional Fund/

BGK/Marshal

Office/Munis

SFB

EE Project

Energy Service 

Provider

Funding Grant

Loan

Service contracts/

Payments

Installation/

Energy services 

Repayment

Energy

validator/auditorValidation/

Audit

services 

Service contracts/

Payments
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Public Financing for Energy poor and Low-income SFBs

• Financing may be channeled as grants, subsidies, loans or as 

hybrid financing

• Grants and are attractive to customers

• Subsidies are attractive to equipment 

manufactures/suppliersProgram Governance

• Programs can be tracked and  results can be monitored 

centrally and at regional/municipal levelsProgram Results

• Quick uptake and positive energy and emission impacts

Country experience

• Poland, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Armenia, Belarus, 

FYR Macedonia, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Montenegro, Serbia 

have all undertaken grant programs for EE in SFBs

• Poland has experience with grants and subsidies for EE. It 

should consider provision of subsidies/grants to specific 

customer segments such as energy poor SFBs to reduce free-

riders

Program Limitations

• Not sustainable - requires very significant funds to cover all 

SFBs

• Loan programs require creditworthy customers and uptake is 

low

• Grants and subsidies may distort the market for commercial 

financing and delivery of services (present experience in 

Małopolskie and Śląskie)Program Governance

• Significant program implementation and monitoring costs

• Challenging to channel funds at the SFB level without incurring 

high transaction costs
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WBG EE investment portfolio (by region, product)

By Region By Financial Instrument

SOURCE: World Bank Presentation –Oct 2017 31



World Bank EE Lessons Learned:

EE Brings Great Value to Countries….but EE Implementation is Complex

✓ Enormous EE potential in all sectors in all countries

✓ EE is a financially attractive “energy resource”

• Most EE “negawatts” are cheaper than supply costs

• EE enables greater energy security

• EE could also help countries tap into concessional climate finance

✓ Multiple benefits of EE :Reduces consumer energy bills, facilitates tariff reform

• Eases pressures on national budgets

• Increases competitiveness of industries and services, creates jobs

• Improves system reliability by reducing energy demand, peak loads

• Quicker to implement than many supply options

• Contributes to reductions in GHG and local air pollution emissions

• Cross-sectoral benefits (urban, education/health, transport, water)

SOURCE: World Bank Presentation –Oct 2017;  Singh (2016) ESMAP EE Livewire 
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World Bank EE Lessons Learned: 
How EE Helps Tackle Different Country Objectives and Challenges? 

SOURCE: World Ban-Singh (2016) ESMAP EE Livewire 
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Sustainable EE Financing and Delivery Mechanisms

The Energy Efficiency Financing Products Ladder 

Market 

Maturity

Commercial

Financing

Public

FinancingGrants/ Subsidies

EE Funds (Revolving, Special, Mezzanine)

Utility “on-bill” financing (Utility DSM)

Public ESCOs (Super ESCOs)

EE Credit lines with bank(s)

Partial risk (first loss) guarantees for EE

EE (Green) bonds/ Green Mortgages

Commercial Financing, Vendor credit, leasing, ESCOs

Budget financing, grants w/ co-financing
P

u
b

li
c

  
E

E
  
fi

n
a

n
c

in
g

  
M

e
c

h
a

n
is

m
s

Determining Factors 

for the Choice of 

EE Financing Mechanisms

• >Globally, USD 400 

billion/year investment 

required to meet the Paris 

Goals

• Public, Multi-lateral, 

Climate Finance not 

enough

• Private Sector Capital 

Influx into EE is Required 

(>85% of future needs)

• LEVERAGE IS CRITICAL!

SOURCE: World Bank-Sarkar (2017) EEDAL 2017 Presentation 
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World Bank’s EE Delivery Instruments: Recent Examples 

✓ Specialized EE Funds (mostly for public buildings, some using public ESCOs)

• Armenia, Bulgaria, Mexico, Romania

• Pipeline: Kosovo, India (through Public Super ESCO), Macedonia, Montenegro, Turkey, Mexico

✓ EE Credit Lines  (through financial intermediary banks, mostly for industry)

• China, Turkey, Vietnam, Ukraine, Uzbekistan

• Pipeline: Russia, Brazil

✓ EE Risk Sharing Mechanisms/Guarantees (through FIs, some targeted for supporting ESCOs)

• Bulgaria, China, Croatia, India, Poland

• Pipeline: Colombia, Vietnam

✓ Utility EE/Demand-Side Management –DSM Programs (mostly EE Lighting {CFL} programs, some with carbon 
finance)

• Brazil, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Mexico, Rwanda, South Africa (standard offer), Vietnam, Uganda, Uruguay

✓ EE-related Program for Results loans

• China, Serbia

• Pipeline: Bulgaria, India

✓ EE-related Development Policy Operations

• Indonesia, Mexico, Poland , Turkey, Vietnam

SOURCE: World Bank Presentation –Oct 2017 
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